
You Matter: Be Your Own Best Friend by Sue Lawson & Sue Hindle and 
Illustrated by Prue Pittock  

ISBN:  9781742036144      SCIS: 5384716 

You Matter - Be Your Own Best Friend will show you simple things you 
can do to help yourself feel better. It’s fun to use, easy to do, and you 
just might find it becomes your second-best friend.  

Teacher Notes supplied by the publisher are available on our website for 
this title. 

Primary Non Fiction 
Book of the Month 

Ouch: Tales of Gravity by Kate Simpson & Illustrated by Andy Hardiman 

ISBN:  9781760526610      SCIS: 5384701  

Isaac Newton was sitting under an apple tree when he got hit on the 
head by an apple. 

People might tell you this is the moment gravity was first discovered, but 
the truth is people had been discovering gravity long before Isaac. 
You might have even discovered it yourself ... Ouch! 

Have you ever wondered how gravity works? Or what life would be like 
without gravity? Find out in this fun introduction to the idea that what 
goes up must come down! 

Our Country: Ancient Wonders  by Mark Greenwood &  
Illustrated by Frané Lessac  

ISBN:  9781760652241     SCIS: 5384690 

This first book in the Our Country series takes readers on a journey across 
Australia to marvel at our unique geology and geography. 

Our home is an ancient land. 
In every corner of Australia, wonders are waiting for curious explorers. 

With each vibrant fact-filled page of this unique book, readers will visit 
different natural wonders across all states and territories. See the      
prehistoric beasts that roamed the land in Winton, venture through the 
lava-formed caves at Undara, experience the fiery glow of Uluru and Kata 
Tjuta, and more! 

Adventure is out there... Our country is calling. 



Spike Surfs: From Lost Dogs Home to Surfing Champ by Robert Lorenzon 

ISBN:   9781742036229     SCIS:  5384608  

Spike Surfs – From Lost Dog’s Home to Surfing Champ is about a dog called 
Spike and the man who adopts him. Spike loves Rob and the sights and smells 
of his new home. However, he isn’t as excited about the ocean. With love and 
support, Spike learns to love the water. He goes from abandoned dog to dog 
surfing champion. Spike Surfs is a story of devotion and friendship. 

STEM Is Everywhere: Weather or Climate? by John Lesley 

ISBN:  9781925860894         SCIS: 5381693  

In the final freeze of an Antarctic winter, green tails wave across a star-full 
sky, as if to farewell endless nights. If this world looks empty, look closer... 
Penguins trek across the ice to their winter homes. As the temperature 
warms, birds fly above on their long migrations. And with the advent of    
summer, beneath an iceberg, the sea is teeming with life. Ocean, sky, snow 
and ice - minute greens and giant blues - dance a delicate dance in this     
evocative portrayal of the life cycle of an iceberg.  

Endangered Animal Tales: Rusty, the Rainbow Birdy by Aleesah Darlison & 
Illustrated by Mel Matthews  

ISBN:  9781760899240     SCIS: 5388825 

Rusty is a rainbow bird! 

Fly with Rusty the Gouldian finch as he searches for a mate and saves his 
young family from fire. 

The next book in the Endangered Animal Tales picture book series,  
highlighting unique Australian animals.  




